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Prologue
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Virgenes del Sol

Top of mountain reaches high,
touching rooftop of sky,

with golden flow
in the know,

that one is ready to die.

卐
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Theme
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Hanging Party

We are going to hang all the hippies,
dangling from their teepees,

so they drop dead
on their head,

like fruit falling Frisbees.

卐

Professor of Feelology

When Siegfried had dragon under heel,
he drove in his cold-hearted steel,

and as deed was done
and battle won,

he wondered if dragons can feel.

卐
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Sun Tzu
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Doctor Who Sun Tzu
孫子

When Sun Tzu drank tea with queen,
she found his manners mean,

as he chopped her head
and left her dead,

like a laughing concubine.

卐
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Samuel
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Samuel Said

Samuel said to Saul to take weaponry,
to go, and do what is necessary,

and leave none standing,
nor breathing,

as bloodwrack is his destiny.
 [1 Samuel 15:3] 

Samuel told David to refrain from greed,
that his own jealousy would feed,

in bloodwrack upon head,
with Uriah dead,

thus sowing bad future seed.
 [1 Samuel 13:14] 

Samuel said not to worship any master,
and avoid bad female disaster,

as Ashtoreth, the whore,
has Baal procure,

to Moloch, son and daughter.
 [1 Samuel 7:4]

卐
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Scythians
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Isaacs & Orchestra

When Assyrian eagle of transgression,
moved against trenched position,

Isaacs and brass band
made last stand,

in new musical composition.

Melody had never been heard before,
as God's angel on dance floor,

and she swept plain
like falling rain,

in sword of fire, guarding door.

Such was Melody's song of freedom,
breaking chains of thralldom,

that music was heard
by eagle bird,

in Assyrian crumbly kingdom.

卐
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Scythian Mare Milk

Dry was Assyrian military plan,
to sober up wine man,

so grapeless be
his captivity,

in faraway mare-milk land.

At first there was frustration,
in empty drink situation,

until booze angel
did miracle,

in mare-milk fermentation.

Arisen from mare-milk brewery,
galloped skilled archery,

in drinking game
taking aim,

at Assyrian boring tyranny.

卐
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Scythian Warfare

Hooves of thundering ground,
in drumbeating sound,

of heartfelt ride
was pride,

breaking Assyrian bound.

When horse and man are one,
warfare is already won,

as voice of land
will stand,

when all is said and done.

Blessed, by his four feet friend,
captivity came to an end,

because wisdom
in freedom,

broken heart will mend.

卐
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Scythian Yoga

Freedom is mounted goddess,
who reigns in wilderness,

with steppe arisen
flying horizon,

of limitless consciousness.

Her smile makes clouds glow,
caught by golden arrow,

as feathered dart
pierces hart,

flying light-winged sparrow.

Greeted, by her sunrise on plain,
she is foreboded explain,

that headed for fall
is fire in all,

riding sunset, at end of reign.

卐
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Scythian Mushrooms

When mushrooming in wilderness,
with spiked consciousness,

in worlds between
a man green,

appears laughing in bliss.

When invited, by a green leaf light,
to travel twig, by inner sight,

there is a rooted trip
in dragon grip,

by thunder of black knight.

When entering shadow and flame,
there is joust in dragon game,

for treasure shining 
and glittering,

in ride of glory and fame.

卐
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Scythian Grail

Isaacs unbound, in every direction,
is psychedelic expansion,

by mushroom high
reaching sky,

riding otherworldly vision.

Isaacs unbound, in tents of steam,
cast water on burning stone,

with growing weed
in hemp seed,

washing warrior mind clean.

Isaacs unbound rise strong anew,
by drinking mare-milk brew,

from Holy Grail cup
of Assyrian top,

beheaded to serve the brew.

卐
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Cheers at the Cups

Assyrians were horribly intimidated,
by their heads being decapitated,

having mare-milk depravity
toasting cranial cavity,

and thus the Scythians celebrated.

卐
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Siegfried
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Scythian Dragon Cave

Siegfried fought shadow, in fall of eve,
that countered his every move,

and night threw day
in shadow play,

until standstill bade it leave.

Siegfried swung around, and no more,
was shadow on forest floor,

and drawn to light
another fight,

found dragon guarding door.

Siegfried cast gaze, into forest bonfire,
as mirror image of own desire,

burning fast and slow
in gold, to know,

that world soul is dragon fire.

卐
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Siegfried & Floradora

Pope did not want Siegfried to marry,
and sent Jesuit spies in a hurry,

budding romance to quell
with Siegfried in hell,

so dragon would cause no worry.

Breathless became fiery tongue dragon,
suffering pyrotechnic exhaustion,

when Floradora barmaiden
made mixture of gin,

into a highly flammable solution.

Siegfried drank his moonshine at home,
sky walking over starlight dome,

and Floradora's great catch
found a fiery match,

and thus they burned down Rome.

卐
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Silver Bullet

Siegfried bought from Infowars sale,
supplies, to catch dragon's tail,

and silver ammunition
for protection,

against mother-in-law's exhale.

Siegfried fought against mother-in-law,
trying to catch him with a claw,

and as devious dragon
took his flagon,

silver bullet made a fast draw.

Siegfried took a sip of his silver brew,
antidote against globalist flu,

and became last straw
for mother-in-law,

whose dragon turned blue.

卐
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Sun Cross

Siegfried was accused of many a flaw,
by his draconic mother-in-law,

yet when will of steel
turns fire wheel,

he is far beyond reach of claw.

卐

Standing Stone

Siegfried went on a walk through hell,
when mother-in-law cast spell,

by hiding all his booze
in dragon ruse,

and yet stone sprang forth well.

卐
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Glücksburg
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Satanic Majesties

Drug dealers deluxe are majesties,
with needlework tapestries,

pushing heroin needle
on herded cattle,

culled by banking industries.

卐
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Windsor Vaccine

Prince Philip went straight to hell,
to plead for his empty shell,

but his death kiss
in Petri dish,

was a virus hard to sell.

Prince Philip pleaded to the pope,
in his last desperate hope,

but the mafia fella
was Cantarella,

under Fauci's microscope.

Prince Philip felt flames burning,
as the devils were singing,

when Diana's purse
lifted curse,

and paid for his quartering.

卐
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Grim Reaper

Thralls, needle stung by papal grace,
with glowing iron in orifice,

are publicly paraded
and hanged,

to serve as corpses in shoelace.

Scythian resistance is hell on hooves,
hunting anything that moves,

by mounted archery
in Piccadilly,

and Tower of London in flames.

Headless is corpse, of Nineveh fallen,
and crows hitherto summoned,

to celebrate cranial cup
of beheaded top,

cheering football in pub of Eden.

卐
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Pope Satan
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Vatican Vaccine

Pope Satan's latest trickery,
in Jesuit laboratory,

is Cantarella pill
with fast kill,

and instant eternity.

卐
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Jesuit Nosferatu

Fauci the Ripper went splattering,
in organ feast harvesting,

and fresh and juicy
was little Lucy,

when her wine was flowing.

卐

Pope Jesuit's Island

Set apart from mainland is Academia,
the island of humanus utopia,

where humanusianity
is the epiphany,

of self-important euphoria.

卐
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Oxford
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Oxonian Opera

Man of music, in language of birds,
was solving his crossword,

when detective Morse
with no remorse,

refused to handshake a turd.

He was taken to Tower of London,
and placed in shackles of iron,

because he refused
to be abused,

by secret handshake Mason.

With pyramid musical instrument,
stone halls became vibrant,

and Jericho must fall
by stone wall,

when opera is magnificent.

卐
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Green Man

When shape-shifting into tree,
one uses twigs to see,

to make waves
with leaves,

stirring green forest sea.

Most heavenly drunk on brewery,
is sipping cider fruit tree,

doing apple juice
by fine use,

of woodwork distillery.

Drunken trees get heat from sky,
when sunshine rides by,

and moonshine
mighty fine,

makes you wonder why.

卐
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Britain
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Joseph of Arimathea

To Glastonbury came a traveling picture,
bringing Scythian Grail treasure,

in an Assyrian skull
that is full,

of blood of freedom fighter.

卐
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Arthur

Fiercest of warfare beheld dragon head,
repelling invasion of homestead,

and heart fell to ground,
when he found,

that all his sons lay dead.

While king broke waves on eternal shore,
cuckold betrayal closed his door,

and queen would not last
with curse cast,

in broken mirror on floor.

God's revengeful heart is a sacred thing,
when making last stand as king,

and Arthur's dogs of war
tore queen apart,

so that banshees might sing.

卐
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Wild Saxon Ea

Saxon river stream is race runner,
in whom God flows wild river,

that springeth forth
out of earth,

in quest for deep water.

卐

Who is Who

Doctor Who, and Kylie the Kangaroo,
made leap between lives anew,

by throwing random dice
in a Tardis device,

flying into the quantum blue.

卐
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Australia
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Aussie Tradies

Doctor Who, flying in his box blue,
engaged Kylie the Kangaroo,

as pedaling secretary
in time machinery,

to increase his bicycle crew.

Doctor Who, riding with secretary,
did some overtime industry,

that nature prescribes
for growing tribes,

in full moon nocturnal activity.

Doctor Who had seen birth of stars,
in his telephone box flying far,

but when pouch ladies 
make bush babies,

they celebrate in the local bar.

卐
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Heart of Beowulf

Man from Snowy River went Godspeed,
placing all his trust in four feet,

and God, the only one,
was final run,

in free rein of heart steed.

卐
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Canada
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The Blue Dolphin

Lonely vessel longing for sail,
feeling stranded whale,

is waiting for luck
mud stuck,

as she dreams of gale.

卐

The Bluenose

Vessel most proud, the very last,
from bygone age is cast,

and on white wings
she sings,

when riding waves fast.

卐
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The Mary Ellen Carter

Vessel heading straight forward,
into sunken sun westward,

will rise again in defy
by rebel's cry,

wrestling down wayward.

卐

White Squall

White wind is coming to sweep,
in longing of water deep,

and heart will feel
broken seal,

when it's laid to sleep.

卐
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Norway
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Kong Gulerot

Over havet det færøyske
tordnet sverreske,

så svinene på skogen
kom under plogen.

Kong Gulerot den første,
grønnsaksfyrste,

plantet seg selv i hagen
på dommedagen.

Vårens sverd ble dratt,
som frøstein spratt,

så den grønnsaksspire
må kronet flire.

卐
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Odin’s Pub Walk
ᚠᚢᚦᚩᚱᚳᚷᚹᚻᚾᛁᛄᛇᛈᛉᛋᛏᛒᛖᛗᛚᛝᛞᛟᚪᚫᚣᛠᛡᛢᛣᚸᛤᛥ
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ᚪᚫ Druid King

In toasting chant of psalm,
I drunk heavenly hymn,

and by blood kin
as cyning,

I wisely ruled my realm.

卐

ᚣ Fall in Fall

I recall, that I gave up ghost,
beerless in empty toast,

and in my last call
before fall,

I hung thirsty uttermost.

卐
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ᛠ Winter Death

Then I fell rock bottom clash,
like rotten apple trash,

and my wild rover
in hangover,

was dead drunk backlash.

卐

ᛡ Spring Sprout

When I woke into resurrection,
I needed my reparation,

and angel schnaps
lifted caps,

and boosted my levitation.

卐
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ᛢᛣ Summerland

When I departed land of living,
I journeyed into heaven,

and walked above
as below,

in pastures of star singing.

卐

ᚸ Crossroads

While drinking the most fine,
bottle of starlight wine,

I spilled on floor
rivers four,

and made compass line.

卐
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ᛤ Merry-Go-Round

While walking world corners,
roundabout all hours,

I made divide
into tides,

of sundial timekeeper.

卐

ᛥ Gravestone Avalon

When done was final deed,
I stood off my steed,

and dug deep
into sleep,

my forever spring seed.

卐
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Old Norse
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Tunglrynnir

Þegar goðar heiminn skýra
og kveða niður drauga,

þá vakna andar framliðna
í endurreisn tunglrynna.

Í dag er tunglrynnum reimt
gegn óranna grillum,

svo neðrifarar endurheimt
negli kerlingavillur.

Páfinn, hið satans kvikindi,
og eiturormur kölska,

brá sér í konungs líkindi,
þeim hárfagra falska.

54



Fóru þá fornmenn á Frón,
sér til frjálslyndis frelsi,

því konungsvald var flón,
með djöfulgang á seiði.

Fornbretar áttu rynnakyning,
ærinn ættingi allra átta,

sem fulltrúi, á ættanna þing,
var valinn vel til sátta.

Rynnakyningur, í blóði borinn,
rekur ættir í alla menn,

úr öllum áttum taugum dreginn,
og frændi allra í senn.

Höfuðlausn hjá rynnakyning
er rynnagáta rétt ráðin,

því sverð er skáldakenning
úr fræsteini dregin.

55



Átta eru heimar eyktanna
með níunda í miðbæ,

og fjórðungseyktir rynnanna
eru þrjátíu og tvær.

 
Renna tungl um efsta tún

í hringrás um himin,
með steinvarðir á kambabrún

í eyktarmörk tímans.

Allsherjarfriður ríkti forðum,
þá er rás með felldu var,

því himintungl í skorðum
buðu til árs og friðar.

卐
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Old English
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-ing [grassland, ᛝ-rune]

Meadow is wide land opening,
as green grass growing,

seen from afar
seeing far,

in open field standing.

卐

-hod/-hood [forestland]

Forest is cover against mean,
behind safety of unseen,

easily bewildered
yet sheltered,

hidden by leaves green.

卐
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-lagu/-law [lagune, ᛚ-rune]

Ocean is great body of water,
as fluid mass of disorder,

where roaring wave
is wild behave,

tamed by rooted order.

卐

-scip/-ship [creation vessel]

Vessel is firm body of integrity,
standing against stupidity,

holding strong mind
against blind,

that drowns in humidity.

卐
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-elles/-else [Ea's land]

Island is set apart, as Ea's land,
contrasted by mainland,

in water surrounded
and stranded,

where it makes stand.

卐

-ness [beachhead]

Headland stands as gateway,
surrounded by waterway,

and yet by anchor
upon shore,

it holds notion of halfway.

卐
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-dom/-doom [judgment]

Gathering is rule of law rhyme,
chanting place and time,

as sacred moment
of agreement,

sounding bell tolled chime.

卐

-isc/-ish [Ea's+lic]

Saxon river stream is race runner,
in whom God flows wild river,

that springeth forth
out of earth,

in quest for deep water.

卐
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Appendix

1. Ea is water spirit, in stream and sea.
2. Ear, as Ea+r[ow], is river rest, in sea.
3. Eard, Ea+ord, is earth, as river source.
4. Ealand, as Ea+land, is Ea's land, an island.

卐

Karlkyns nafnorð, endurskapað nýyrði:

Nf. rynnir / rynnirinn
Þf. rynni / rynninn
Þgf. rynni / rynninum
Ef. rynnis / rynnisins

Nf. rynnar / rynnarnir
Þf. rynna / rynnana
Þgf. rynnum / rynnunum
Ef. rynna / rynnanna

卐
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